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BSNews
MAY 1991
IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
Exterior view of Phaser Ltd's newly-extended premises in Whitestown Industrial Estate,
Tallaght, Dublin 24. The additions were completed approximately 12 months ago and
involved bringing the building forward by 35ft at the front and extending out 50ft to the
rear to provide extra office and factory space. See also inside.
Manning & Usher
Ceases Trading
Liam McDermott has been
appointed Sales Engineer,
Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd. Ws
territory includes Dublin and
the southern half of the
country and, while carrying
the entire Grundfos portfolio,
his primary function will be
to service the needs of
industrial end-users. Liam
has spent all his working life
selling in the construction
industry, having first
completed his studies at
Bolton Street College of
Technology.
emigration levels. coupled
with the introduction of
shared ownership schemes
and lower interest rates will
increase building activity over
the coming 12 months.
He acknowledged that the 12
months to the end of March
1991 showed a 17% drop with
new home starts down from
12.274 to 10,137.
However. indications for the
month of April are that this
decline has been halted. In
fact, new home starts are up
by 13% to 923. compared with
799 in April of last year.
Many of these refer to the
lower end of the market which
is said to be qUite buoyant at
the moment. a fact which
should also facilitate and
encourage those wishing to
trade up.
No indication as to the date or
venue for the proposed
creditors meeting was given.
When we tried to contact the
company we kept getting
through to an answer 'phone.
And Now for
the Good
News
Frank Fahy. Chairman of the
Irish Home Builders
Association (IHBA). said at the
opening of the New Homes
Fair in Dublin earlier this
month that a fall-off in
A statement from the
company says .. ."We regret
very much having to take this
action but. unfortunately. in
the end we had no viable
alternative.
"We now propose to prepare a
Statement of Affairs for the
company and to hold a
creditors meeting to place the
company's position before
you. arising from which the
company will probably be put
into liquidation."
As we went to press we
learned that Manning &
T' , er Ltd had ceased trading
'riday. 26 April last.
However. official notification
of the fact (to at least one
creditor BSNews know 00 was
conveyed by way of a letter
dated 7 May. eleven days
"later.
Poor trading by the company
and accumulated losses were
given as the reason for the
closure.
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:-
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
Mechanical Engineering & Building
ices Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Governme(lt, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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Photographed at the Tempar trade show were (l 0 r) Front Row - Fergus Madigan, MD.
Mitsubishi Electric: Michael Sheehan, Dealer Sales Manager: Back Row - David Ross,
General Manager Industrial/Electrical Division Mitsubishi Electric: Damien Parlour, MD
Tempar Ltd: and 8eamus Morgan. Director, Tempar Ltd.
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
PLUMBING COURSES
Year Subject Evening Time
1st Hot and Cold Water Systems Monday 7.00-10.00
Fire Control Systems Monday 7.00 - 10.00
Gas Installations Monday 7.00 - 10.00
Sanitation and Drainage Tuesday 7.00- 10.00
Mathematics and Science Wednesday 7.00 - 10.00
Drawing and Design I Wednesday 7.00 - 10.00
2nd Heating Technology Monday 7.00-10.00
Mathematics and Computers Tuesday 7.00 - 10.00
Science and Mechanics of Fluids Tuesday 7.00 - 10.00
Drawing and Design II Wednesday 7.00 -10.00
3rd Heating and Welding Technology Monday 7.00- 10.00
Design Project Tuesday 7.00 - 10.00
Organisation and Management Wednesday 7.00-10.00
Estimating and Quantities Wednesday 7.00 - 10.00
Building
Simulation
The Building Simulation
'91 Conference, the second
World Congress on
Technology Improving the
Energy Use, Comfort, and
Economics of Buildings,
takes place late August '91
Guilds of London Institute
advanced Craft Certificate
in Plumbing.
The course commences at
the end of September and
runs through until May,
three nights per week.
Students who successfully
graduate from this course
are awarded a Dublin
institute of Technology
Technicians Certificate .
Plumbing.
For further information
contact the Metal
Fabrication and Plumbing
Department at the College
of Technology, Bolton
Street, Dublin 1. Tel: 01-
727177.
installation, ongoing
maintenance and
emergency service.
(1) Students must have
completed at least three
years of an appropriate
apprenticeship; (2) Have
passed the follOwing - (a)
Department of Education
Senior Trades Certificate in
Plumbing; or (b) City and
was founded in 1982 and
provides a complete service
including initial site
survey, commissioning,
The Metal Fabrication and
Plumbing Department of
Bolton St College of
Technology offers the above
course on a part-time day
or evening basis.
Entry ReqUirements Are:
Tempar
Jurys'
Showing
"Increased use of air
conditioning heat pumps is
saving Irish businesses up
to two thirds of their
electricity heating bills",
according to Damien
Parlour, Managing Director
of Tempar Ltd.
Damien was speaking
recently at Tempar's trade
show in Jury's Hotel where
the company announced
the addition of two new
products to their
comprehensive range of air
conditioning systems.
The two new products in
Tempar's range are
Mitsubishi Electric heat
pump designed specifically
with the smaller working
environment in mind.
They are compact, qUiet
and unobtrusive.
The Mitsubishi Electric
Ceiling Cassette and the
Mitsubishi Electric
Concealed Ceiling system
will provide for 3.5kw and
5kw outputs.
A simple streamlined
programmer providing
flexible control of the
working environment is
common to the two
products. Both feature
automatic heating/cooling
changeover and a number
of other features which
should prove suitable for
small businesses, offices
and shops.
These latest additions to
the Mitsubishi Electric
range are just two of the
latest systems handled by
Tempar who also carry
other air conditioning
eqUipment. The company
2 BSNews, May 1991 4
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TRADE NEWS AIR HEATING
at Sophia-Antipolis near I
Nice on the French Riviera.
Visitors will be informed on
a worldwide scale about
the latest developments in
building simulation. Over
100 papers - authored by
over 100 institutions
worldwide - have been
invited, focussing on
issues ranging from
fundamentals, modelling &
stimulation, applications
and validation and design
technology transfer.
Over 40 different software
products will be discussed
or demonstrated.
AIR HANDLING
Letter to the Editor
UNITS
• Ai r Heating
• Air Handling
• Ventilation
• Heat Recovery
• Air Curtains
Ask for our
complete
documentation!
COMPONENTS
• Fans
• Electric Motors
• Speed-
controllers
• Heat-
Exchangers
• Air Dampers
~
1I~ 10~' \--
"
-.
FANS
Industrial Estate Strawhall Carlow
Tel.: 0503-43206 Fax: 0503-42174
'll-1]~I~VI()-l\II~®
VENTILATION
r
that the maintenance costs
approach, and often
exceed, the cost of utilities
and, over a 25-year span,
the combined revenue
costs of utilities and
maintenance can easily
exceed the original cost of
the building.
Even though maintenance
of building engineering
services is an important
part of a building's life
cycle costs, it is clear that
little attention is paid to
managing these costs.
The information from the
III buildings has enabled
BSRIA to set out the
Dear Sir,
I wish to point out an inaccuracy in the March/April
issue of BSNews.
our project file report "Team Aer Lingus Hanger,
Dublin Airport", you stated that windows are
Synthapulvin aluminium curtain walling and patent
glazing. This is not correct.
The windows are Reynolds RT450 and curtain walling
RT500. These systems are painted Reynocoat-
polyester powder coated 90 microns double layer
system - not Synthapulvin as reported.
Yours Faithfully,
Carl Davidson,
Architectural Sales Division.
Reynolds Systems Ireland Ltd
What Cost Services
aintenance?
This is a question which
many have asked
themselves but which is
difficult to quantify in the
absence of any concrete
parameters to go by.
Recent OK research by
BSRIA's Maintenance
Centre confirms that there
is a general lack of
awareness as to the true
cost of maintenance.
A survey as part of a
research project has
allowed BSRIA to collect
costs and other
information relating to III
buildings of a variety of
types. They survey shows
BSNews, May 1991 3
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Caveat Emptor Versus ISO 9000
I Group Brings Water To Loughrea Homes
Over 30 kilometres of pipe, manufactured by Wavin, will be used in the Killeenadeema
Group Water Scheme near Loughrea, Co Galway. This large scheme will benefit
approximately 180 homes. It was officially launched by Noel Treacy TD Minister for State
at the Department of Justice. ' ,
Pictured at the launch are (I to r): Niall Howard, Galway County Council Engineer DesT~omton, De~artment of the Environment Inspector; Larry Carr, Marketing and Sales
Director, WaVln; Frank Monaghan, Galway County Engineer and Eamon Waldron PJ Tobin
Consulting Engineers. ' ,
conformance etc.
It is generally agreed that
this standard will be
essential for successful
business after 1992.
Indeed, many Irish
manufacturers are already
registered firms. The value
of registration to this
standard has to be
measured by comparing
the costs of registration
against the benefits (actual
and potential) within the
business sector of
operation.
But where can one go for
independent advice before
applying for ISO 9000
accredition?
Darragh Associates is a
quality management
ISO 9000 is a contract
form which allows the
client to have "open"
access to those aspects of
the suppliers activities
which are included in the
standard. The standard
requires documentary
proof of management
activities such as quality
documentation and
records, training,
inspection. testing, design
control. internal audits,
purchasing, process
control, material control,
control of non-
I
assessors such as the
National Standards
Authority of Ireland or
Irish Contractors Quality
Assurance.
"Let the buyer beware" has,
over the years. been
formalised into many
contractual forms,
designed to safeguard the
rights of both clients and
suppliers.
ISO 9000 is one such
contract form which sets
out to arrange a fair means
of determining if a quality
management system is
being operated by the
supplier. Every business
has some form of
management of quality so
ISO 9000 is setting a
minimum requirement
against which all suppliers
can be fairly measured.
This measurement of audit
is made by independent
Want to eliminate all the
wasted time and aggravation
associated with finding a
hotel - especially abroad -
and then confirming the
details such as type of room,
your reservation, cost
involved, etc? Then Hotel
Network has the answer.
Hotel Network is a newly-
established company
providing a comprehensive
hotel booking service to the
Irish business sector,
offering a free, cost-effective
way to book hotel
accommodation throughout
Ireland, the UK and indeed
worldwide.
Moreover. special rates are
available depending on the
hotel group in question.
Simply call Hotel Network at
01-2883455 and explain
your requirements. They
will then book the
accommodation of your
choice or, alternatively.
advise you as to the hotel
most suited to your needs
having discussed your
requirements with you.
All the relevant details -
including your reservation
- will then be confIrmed via
'phone/fax/letter.
4 BSNews. May 1991
Free Hotel
Booking
Service
current level of costs and
the factors that influence
them and also gives advice
on how to gather and
utilise the information.
This technical
memorandum provides an
analysis of actual
maintenance costs and
related information and
presents them in an easy-
to-understand form. While
UK-related, the findings
obviously have a relevance
for services maintenance
costs here in Ireland.
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TRADE NEWS
consultancy run by Gerry
Boylan, MCIBSE. who has
experience of building
services. He has extensive
experience as a
management contractor in
the UK, Iraq. Saudi Arabia
and Nigeria.
As of January of this year
he is formally registered as
a qualified assessor of
quality management
systems through the UK
Registration Board as
organised by the Institute
of Quality Assurance.
Phaser GRP
Storage Tanks
Phaser Ltd of Whitestown
Industrial Estate, Tallaght,
Dublin 24, has been
trading from a its purpose- Standard GRP cold water storage tanks as produced by Phaser Ltd. Capacities range from
built factory since 1975. 500 It to 45,000 It.
Fast·Reliable·Economical
If you want to pump, circulate or pressurise hot or cold
liquid, Dab have a complete range of pumps that
perform to the highest specification. Robust, modern
and well engineered.
For information pack, service or installation
phone 01-594135 (fax 01-594121).
~ Consolidated Pumps Limited
Knockmeenagh Road, Newlands Cross, Clondalkin, Dublin 22.
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The new RC packaged water chillerfor outdoor inslallationJrom Enuopak
ENGLAND
East Anglia
Adcock Refridgeration
&Air Conditioning.
Cambridge
Phone: 0223 834189.
Fax: 0223 837116.
James Ward (Engineersl Ltd ..
Risca
Phone: 0633 612358.
Fax: 0633 612207.
WALES
MacQueen Air Conditioning..
Glasgow
Phone: 041 762 1122.
Fax: 041 762 2233.
SCOTlAND
DC Compute Air Ltd..
Dublin.
Phone: 01 392 366.
Fax: 01 392343.
Midlands
Williams Environmental Ltd ..
Wolverhampton
Phone: 0902 455528.
Fax: 0902 453850.
Northern England
William Enviromental Ltd..
Huddersfield
Phone: 0484 847 717.
Fax: 0484 847 602.
South West
Meridian Sales &Services Ltd ..
Winchester
Phone: 0962 841118.
Fax: 0962 841029.
Greater London
Air Equipment Distribution Ltd..
London
Phone: 081-453 1010.
Fax: 081-9658469.
South East
Coldpoint Environmental..
Sevenoaks
Phone: 0732 464141.
Fax: 0732 741575.
nearly 50ft, thereby
creating a total covered
working area of 7,000 sq ft
RC Condizionatori. the Italian air conditiOning
specialists represented throughout the Republic of
Ireland by Envopak, make a wide range of eqUipment
suitable for a variety of applications.
The range includes everything from packaged air
conditioning units for computer rooms and comfort
applications; medium and large capacity a/c units for
computer rooms and high-tech environments; a
reheating system which makes use of the
condensation heat to perform its task; thermal energy
accumulation systems; water and close-circuit glycol
coolers; air-cooled condensers; microprocessor
control and regulation systems; and packaged air-
cooled water chillers.
Latest introduction from Envopak is the RC packaged
water chiller for outdoor installation which is
eqUipped with SCR free-cooling system. This system
reduces the compressor running time, using air
ventilation as the coolant. thereby resulting in energy
cost savings and associated lower wear on the
compressors.
All models are fItted with a microprocessor control
system and are available in a special low-noise
version.
RC Air Conditioning
Jack Duff of Envopak told BSNews that reaction to
the new system has been very favourable.
TRADE NEWS
The factory was brought
forward by approximately
35ft and pushed back by
during which time it has
built up an enviable
reputation for itself as one
of the leading suppliers in
Ireland of GRP storage
tanks.
Throughout that time the
company has proven the
advantages of glass
reinforced plastic over
other materials in terms of
lightness. cost, strength,
low maintenanCe and
corrosion resistance.
Phaser manufactures
tanks for most of the State
utility companies as well as
the majority of large Irish
and multi-national fIrms
who have need for liqUid
storage.
The company makes a
range of standard tanks in
sizes ranging from 500 It to
45.000 It for the storage of
water and corrosive
chemicals. Those for the
chemical industry
inVariably tend to be the
largest and of the closed
dome top variety.
However, for the
industrial/commercial
sector of the building
services industry a whole
range of cylindrical. open-
top. rectangular ribbed and
rectangular curved side
versions are produced in a
wide variety of sizes and
capacities.
Loose "shoe box" type lids
are available for all
rectangular tanks.
Customised units can also
be accommodated where a
particular type, size or
shape of tank is required to
meet a special need.
Over the last year Phaser
Ltd has expanded to the
point where the Tallaght
premises had to be further
extended to accommodate
additional office and
production space.
6 BSNews May, 1991 8
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With 40 years experience in more than 70 countries worldwide,
we've developed air control into afine art. With our range of 92 different
models, we cover almost all air conditioning needs, from room to package
to close control units. It all adds up to Airwell Conditioning: perfectly
controlled environments for the residential, commercial and industrial
sectors. For more details, speak to your nearest distributor: you'll find the
number in the column opposite. Alternatively, call the Airwell Hot Line:
phone/fax 071·376 3270.
- AIR-CONDITIONING-
~
LA VI E EST BELLE
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Newmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire based
construction information company, provides advance
information on new construction projects nationwide
- all potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors
and suppliers. The company publishes information in
the weekly CIS report which provides full project
details, contact names, addresses and telephone
numbers, design team details and tendering and
construction schedules. The following listing is
provided by CIS Report and gives a brief description
of the types of projects covered. To obtain
information on the service phone 01809476
/809557.
DVANCE
Clare
Syntex Ireland Ltd has
sought planning permission
of Clare County Council for
the creation of a £300,000
training centre with an
ancillary services at
Clarecastle in County Clare.
The single-storey training
centre will measure 379.3 sq
m and will include offices, a
meeting room and an
auditorium. According to
CIS Report tenders will be
sought from a select list of
building contractors in May
or June 1991 and there
should be opportunities for
electrical, heating/
ventilation services,
plumbing and steel sub-
contractors.
Syntex Ireland Ltd are
phannaceutical
manufacturers and export
chemotherapeutic agents,
antiseptics, immunological
preparations and ani-
arthrictis. The company
currently employs 300
people.
Dublin
Yamanouchi Ireland, the
Japanese phannaceutical
manufactures, are in the
process of purchasing land
covering 17.8 acres at
Mulhuddart, County Dublin
from Dublin County Council
and Dublin Corporation for
£1.33 million. The land is
beside their existing
premises. Yamanouchi
Ireland have no plans to
8 BSNews, May1991
ALES LEADS
develop the site in the
immediate future. On
recent plant expansions,
BeMRA of Tramway House,
Darty Road, Dublin 6, have
been the project engineers.
Seagate Technology of
California, a world leader in
disc drive technology, has
finalised the purchase of the
Prime Computer plant in
Coolock, Dublin 5 which it
will shortly occupy.
Seagate, which will invest
£30 million, hopes to start
production early next year
with a staff of 600 and build
up its employment
gradually. The plant,
measuring 15,000 sq m, will
be situated on a 10 acre site.
A total of 1,300 new jobs will
be created over the next five
years.
PJ Walls Ltd is carrying out
work for Lotus
Developments for
refurbishments and
additions to Unit 10, 11 and
12, Airways Industrial
Estate, Dublin 17. The work
will involve the erection of a
covered goods inwards area
measuring 200 sq m at Unit
11 &12. A pedestrian link
corridor will be erected at
Unit 11 & 12, and work will
also involve the erection of a
lobby and alterations to Unit
12. The major
refurbishment works to Unit
12 will cover 3,000 sqm of
the 4,000 sq m unit. Work
will be completed in
October.
Bon Construction is
currently building an
industrial unit and yard at
Ballymore Little, Ballymount
Cross, Dublin 12 for Astra
Pumps and Plant Hire Ltd.
The Single-storey unit will
measure 797 sq m and will
also include two-storey office
accommodation. Bon
Construction will appoint all
relevant sub-contractors for
the concrete frame work and
some mechanical and
electrical work.
Fluid Dynamics Ltd plans to
build four office and
industrial units at Site 52,
Bracken Road, Sandyford
Industrial Estate,
Sandyford, County Dublin.
The units will measure 952
sq m in total and the
promoters are expected to
appoint a building
contractor for the units
shortly. Investment will be
in the order of £250,000.
Galway
Western Automation
Research and Development
plans for the erection of
factory premises at Poolbog,
Ballinasloe, County Galway.
The Single-storey factory will
measure 756 sq m and it is
expected that the promoter
will appoint a local building
contractor to carry out the
work. The promoter is
currently negotiating the
steel contract with a local
contractor. The factory will
be built in a structural steel
frame with aluminium
windows. Work will start
once planning permission is
obtained and will take four
to five months to complete.
The construction cost will be
£200,00. The factory will
include a factory area, office
accommodation and stores.
Ballybane Estates Ltd has
been given the planning go-
ahead by Galway
Corporation for the erection
of warehousing units with
retail ancillary use at Units
2 & 3, Ballybane Beg,
Galway. The projects will
involve the erection of 15
units. Work was due to
start in mid or late April
taking six to eight months to
complete. The construction
cost will be over £400,000.
Kerry
Kerry Group Plc. has been
granted planning permission
by Limerick Corporation for
the erection of a food
distribution building and
associated parking area on a
site adjoining the Dawn
Dairies product plant at
Clare Street in Limerick.
The unit will measure 430
sqm.
Kildare
Aerial Platform Hire of
Clane, County Kildare, plans
to develop a new hire and
maintenance depot at Site
BI, Clare Industrial Estat
Loghbollard, Commons,
Clane, County Kildare. T e
units measuring 216 sq m,
will include two-storey
offices, stores and a single-
storey workshop. Work on
the building is to begin in
Mayor June and will take
five months to complete.
Canada Dry Corporation Ltd
has been given the planning
go-ahead by Galway
Corporation for the
conversion of part of the
factory to a Quality
Assurance Laboratory and
for the erection of a new
ground and firs floor staff
facilities over the Quality
Assurance Laboratory,
together with the buildin ~
a new ground floor archive
store and new first floor
offices at the existing factory
at Townparks Industrial
Estate, Athy, County
Kildare. All extensions will
be internal.
The new staff facilities over
the Quality Assurance
Laboratory will measure 220
sq m while the archive store,
used for storing
documentation, will
measure 27 sq m and the
new first floor offices will
measure 72 sq m. Tenders
will be sought from a select
list of building contractors
in two weeks time to carry
out the work. There will be
opportunities for mechanical
10
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provide extra factory space
and office accommodation.
Annacotty Construction Ltd,
building contractors, started
work on site recently and
the building will be
completed by mid-June.
The construction cost will be
£200.000. Irish Co-Op
Society manufacture
corrugated packaging.
Monaghan
Feldhucs Fleisch has been
given the planning go-ahead
for the erection of an
extension to their food
processing plant at Rosslea
Street. Clones, County
Monaghan. The single-
storey extension will
measure 2,262 sq m and
work is to begin in April and
will take three to four
months to complete. The
construction cost will be
over 3200.000. Feldhues
Fleisch, process and
Roscommon
Roscommon-based steel
tank manufacturers. N & N
Manufacturing Ltd is
investing nearly £300,000 in
the development of an
extension at the existing
retail and warehouse unit
and the conversion of
existing structures to a steel
fabrication works and
associated offices at
Cloonybeirne Townland,
Lanesborough Road.
Roscommon. The work will
involve the erection of an
extension measuring 700 sq
m.
Wicklow
Holfeld Plastics of Dun
Laoghaire is currently
developing an industrial
building at Kilmacanogue
near Bray, County Wicklow.
This project is the second
phase of a major
development involving a two-
storey extension measuring
2,000 sq m. Actual
construction work will be
carried out by Concast.
manufacture a product
known as the "laughing
sausage" and they currently
employ 60 people.
Offaly
Builder Michael Kelly of
Moate, started work recently
on refurbishments to an
existing IDA advance factory
at he Spollanstown
Industrial Estate in
Tullamore, Coiinty Offaly
where a German company
Daiber GmbH has set up.
the work will involve internal
refurbishments. electrical
work and installation of new
windows. The project is to
be completed by May at a
cost of £100,000. The
factory will measure 900 sq
m and Daiber will start
production shortly.
Daiber, a company with a 70
year· tradition in the clothing
and textile industry,
produces printed transfers,
which are sold to T-Shirt
and sweatshirt
manufacturers in the quality
end of the market.
EADALESVA CE
and electrical sub-
contractors and building
work will begin once
planning permission is
obtained.
Carroll O'Keefe and
Company Ltd has been
awarded the building
contract for the re-
development of an old grain
mill on Pearse
StreetjIrishtown.
Mountmellick. County Laois
for Mountmellick
Developments. An area of
600 sq m maybe divided into
four units.
erick
Co-Op Society Ltd
has been granted planning
permission by Limerick
Corporation for the erection
of a factory and office
extension and a car shelter
at Galvone in Limerick. The
single-storey factory will
measure 1.000 sq m and will
MIXVENT ventac & CO.Itd. ventilation and air movement products
The Revolutionary new range of S &P 'in line' Fans
After 40 years of experience in the field of ventilation, S&P
launches the Mixvent Fans, the best solution to any ventilation
problem where ducting is necessary and high efficiency is required.
The advantages of the Mixvent Fans,
-Superbly efficient.
-Extra slim profile.
-Easy to install and remove.
-Low noi.se level.
=1~1 ventae&co.ltd.l®r
Grand Canal Quay, Dublin 2. Telephone: 713499. Telex: 39724. Fax: 713890
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NEWS
Unvented Secondaries
The Gresham Hotel was the venue for the Coppercraft-sponsored technical evening on 8 May last.
Despite a clash of dates with another industry event, a very healthy turnout of over 40 were present to
hear David Huckett, Technical Manager, RWC (UK) Reliance Water Controls, deliver a very
informative address.
His topic was unvented hot water supply systems (secondaries) for domestic and commercial
applications, a subject which Irish contractors have shown a very keen interest in.
Mr Huckett's presentation was very detailed and, despite being quite a technical paper, was easy to
understand and follow, especially given the excellent series of slides which accompanied his talk.
A lively question and answer session followed with the level of question being put to Mr Huckett
demonstrating a great deal of interest in, and knowledge of, unvented hot water systems.
The dialogue continued well into the night over refreshments provided by Coppercraft Ltd.
Kingspan
Technical
Visit
The IDHE series of technical
seminars/lectures and site visits
is now well underway, the most
recent events being the trip to
the Kingspan radiator factory in
Wicklow and the technical
evening in the Gresham Hotel
which was sponsored by
Coppercraft Ltd (see above).
Approximately 30 people
enjoyed the hospitality of
Kingspan Veha on the factory
trip which included a coach to
and from the company's
production facility in Wicklow and
a meal and refreshments which
were served up during the day-
long visit.
Jimmy Farrell of Bord Gais made
all the arrangements on behalf of
the IDHE members who
participated and it is a credit to
his organisational and liaison
skills that the outing proved so
successful.
Apart from the value of being
able to view the production
process first hand, those on the
visit also had the benefit of a
very detailed and informative
presentation by Mike Knight of
Sentinal products.
IDHE visiting group pictured outside the Kingspan Veha premises in Wicklow.
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NEW
New CIBSE
Committee
The CIBSE annual general
meeting was held on Friday,
19 ApIillast with a good
attendance present.The
meeting was followed by a
ladies evening with 44
people in all enjoying pre-
dinner drinks courtesy of
Walker Air before they
attended the Braemor
Rooms cabaret for dinner
and entertainment by the
Furys.
The newly-elected officers
and committee of the CIBSE
are as follows:-
Chairman-
Michael Buckley
Vice-Chairman -
John Purcell
Honorary Secretary -
Larry Kane
Honorary Treasurer -
Vincent Wall
Committee - Joe Hogan,
George O'Neill, Eamonn
McGrattan, Jim Curley, Mat
Mahon, Brian Homan and
Ray Clinton.
Mat and Brian were
specifically invited to serve
on Committee in
recognition of the
importance of the building
services graduate degree
course which is now in full
operation at Bolton Street
College of Technology. Mat
is a representative of the
first class intake with Brian
being the second intake
representative.
Russia
With...
... whatever about love. the
Russian delegates due here in
September for a
cultural/technical visit at the
joint invitation of the IEI and
CIBSE are sure to bring with
them a whole new perspective
on building services for their
Irish counterparts to examine
and study.
The idea for the visit arose
out of a meeting between
Seamus Homan and Michael
Buckley with a Russian
delegate to the CIBSE
Summer Conference last
year.
The result is the planned visit
to Ireland in September of 10
Russian building services
engineers for a
cultural/technical meeting.
A I-day conference will be
held on 25 September at
which both Irish and Russian
delegates will present papers
while a cultural/social
programme is also planned to
coincide with the event.
BTU GOLF RESULTS
Island Outing - Sponsor: Runtalrad
The first official outing of the 1991 BTU golfing season was
held at the Island Golf Club on 22 April with the main sponsor
being Runtalrad.
As always, an excellent turnout enjoyed a very pleasant day
with the course - despite undergoing major drainage work -
playing quite well. Competition on the day was all the more
intense given that the top 32 were to qualify for the BTU
Matchplay Competition which has since got underway.
Overall winner was Liam Stenson (10) Newlands with 36pts
(B/9).
Class results were as follows:-
Class 1 - Winner: Aubrey Moriarity (7) Clontarf with 36 pts;
2nd: Frank Cahill (9) Island with 33pts (B/9); 3rd: Michael
Morrissey (5) Dun Laoghaire with 33pts.
Class 2 - Winner: Gerry Maher (15) Foxrock with 35pts;
2nd: John Loughlin (13) Newlands with 34pts; 3rd: Des
Prendergast (12) Old Conna with 33pts.
Class 3 - Winner: Frank Somers (22) Island with 34pts;
2nd: John Darcy (18) Delgany with 33pts; 3rd: Sean Farrell
(17) Slade Valley with 31pts.
Front Nine -1st: Jim Smith with 19pts; 2nd: Ray Byrne with
18pts;
Back Nine - 1st: Brendan Bracken with 19pts from Gerry
Baker 19pts.
Visitors - Winner: Joe Weafer (14) Edenderry with 38pts;
2nd: Billy Bollard (13) Slade Valley with 36pts; 3rd: Michael
Kennedy (15) Slade Valley with 35pts.
Michael Buckley, CIBSE Chairman, with Sean Wallace, IEI President,
at the new notice board at IEI headquarters presented to the Institute
by the CIBSE.
Overall winner Liam Stenson being congratulated by Pat Keane of
sponsors Runtalrad with BTU Captain John Ennis in attendance,
Class 3-- John Darcy (2nd) pictured with Pat Keane and John Ennis,
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Registered Heating Contractors COflference
Success Beyond
Expectations ...
Brian Hoy
Bob Couchman
Brendan Pluck,
Chairman
The first conference of the
Registered Heating
Contractors Association -
held in the Gleneagles
Hotel, Killamey, earlier this
month - proved an
unmitigated success
with the organising
committee expressing
themselves exceptionally
pleased with the overall
result.
Support for the event, both
from contractors and
suppliers alike, was
particularly encouraging
and reflects very much in
favour of the need for, and
indeed strength of, the
Association which is, after
all, but a fledgling
organisation.
A total of nearly 200 fee-
paying delegates attended
and they participated in a
mixture of social and
business events which
were structured so as to
ensure an enjoyable yet
informative Conference.
The weekend began on the
Friday afternoon with a
golf outing sponsored by
Hevac and Heatmerchants.
Davies sponsored the Par 3
competition. Delegates
played the Dooks course in
Glenbeigh for a number of
prizes, the principal one
being the Perpetual
Challenge Cup (donated by
Hevac) which was won by
Michael Carroll playing off
8 with 39pts.
Full results on the day
were as follows:-
Class 1 - 1st: D
O'Sullivan (14) with 37pts;
2nd: S Hyland (15) with
36pts; 3rd: A Shields (11)
with 34pts.
Class 2 - 1st: Ray Byme
(16) with 35pts; 2nd: J
Kelly (17) with 33pts; 3rd:
T Kenna (17) with 33pts.
Class 3 - 1st: J O'Keefe
(18) with 33pts; 2nd: K
Lynch (22) with 31pts; P
Fox (20) with 30pts.
Front 9 - D Boucher.
Back 9 - T Scott.
Par 3s - 1st: T Ryan;
2nd: T Macken; 3rd: D
Harris.
Prizes were presented at a
function in the hotel later
that evening.
Nor were the ladies
neglected. They enjoyed a
cruise on the lakes of
Killamey which also took
in a visit to Muckross
House. This was
sponsored by Heatequip.
The delegates assembled at
llam the next morning to
attend the trade exhibition
which was run as an
integral part of the
Conference.
Exhibitors were Hevac,
C&F, Heatmerchants,
Heatequip, Heating
Distributors, H&V Sales,
Davies, CHS Ireland, Barlo
and Heatovent.
The exhibition was open
from llam to 2pm and -
unlike similar events where
the visitors attend for say a
half hour or so -
Conference delegates (a)
attended in force and (b)
remained within the hall
for the full duration of the
exhibition. The result was
most benefiCial for all
concerned.
In the afternoon the
business session continued
with Brian Hoy, an NSAl
Certification Officer on
Quality Assurance,
presenting delegates with a
paper on the relevance of
ISO 9000 for the
contracting industry.
That evening it was back
to the social side with the
Chairman, Brendan Pluck,
hosting a pre-dinner
drinks reception prior to
an excellent meal and
evening's entertainment.
Speeches were kept to a
minimum with Mr Pluck
detailing the aims and
objectives of the
Association. He reiterated
that the Registered Heating
Contractors Association is
not a trade union body but
rather a representative
organisation whose wish is
to foster and develop more
professionalism within the
contracting industry by
way of educationals and
seminars.
Membership is open to all
bona fide heating
contractors but they will be
fully investigated before
being accepted to ensure
that they are legitimate
companies
operating within the
framework of the law and
complying with all
legislative company
requirements.
Guest speaker was,
appropriately, industry
figurehead Bob Couchman.
He delivered a thought-
provoking address but
peppered it with the usual
amusing anecdotes which
we have all come to expect.
The entire event went off
without a hitch and
included some thoughtful
asides like the red rose and
hand-made chocolates
sponsored by Heatequip
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Registered Heating Contractors CO'l.ference
presented to each lady
present. Additionally.
Oriflame generously gave
the ladies a phial of
perfume.
Obviously. it was the
participating delegates who
made the Conference but,
it would not have been the
success it was without the
fmancial and moral
support of the exhibitors
and other financial
supporters.
In addition to those
already mentioned, these
included General Building
Supplies. T&S Fireplaces
and Gerard Kelly.
A random selection of
the many photographs
taken during the course
of the weekend at the
Gleneagle Hotel
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JTRADE
COUNTER
EASY FIND
Calling all merchants, wholesalers
and trade counter outlets!
Over the coming months BSNews will
introduce a classified section called
Trade Counter Easy Find. As the
name implies, the information it
contains will be aimed directly at
contractors, especially those in the
domestic sector. The various sections
will be clearly differentiated making it a
simple-to-use, quick-reference guide
for contractors seeking everything from
pipework through to taps, mixers,
valves, bathroom accessories, etc.
Continuity is the secret of succesful
advertising and for as little as £375 per
annum for a 1" single column insert in
every issue of BSNews - that's
approximately £1 per day! - trade
counter outlets are guaranteed
continuous year-long exposure to all
contractors throughout the Republic of
Ireland, including members of the
Registered Heating Contractors
Association and the Institute of
Domestic Heating Engineers.
Niamh Richardson will be responsible
for Trade Counter Easy Find and she will be in touch with all outlets over the
coming weeks.
Call Niamh on 01 - 2885001/213 for details
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IRISH CONTROLS MARKET
Values in £IRm, Source: NRG Mgt Cons
PRODUCT REVIEW
Instruments and Controls
million. at
manufacturers' selling
price. This section of the
report covers building
energy management
systems (BEMS) and
I
stand-alone controllers.
although only one
company sold stand-
alone controllers in
Ireland in 1988.
System controls - The
Irish market for system
controls was valued in
1988 at £1.5 million.
This is therefore the
third largest market in
the controls sector and
includes general-purpose
proportional control
other system controls. "
time switches. domestic
programmers.
optimisers. and weather
compensators.
The use of system
controls in Ireland is
currently at an early
stage in its development.
The standard domestic
heating package specified
by Bord Gais and being
installed for a fixed price
only includes a
timeswitch. according to
the report. Programmers
are rarely installed with
new central heating
systems. Installation .
other system controls
such as compensators in
systems. Installation of
other systems controls
such as compensators in
the domestic sector "is
virtually unheard of'.
continues the report.
Other system controls
such as proportional
controllers and boiler
sequencers are rarely
used in Ireland. the
report concludes.
Interviews with the main
suppliers was the source
of the information.
In the Appendices. the
addresses of the main
clients. 10 of whom have
a significant
manufactUring facility or
are based in Ireland.
Information given in the
Irish controls report
states that this
particular market was
worth £6.7 million in
1988. as shown in the
accompanying pie chart.
Valves. dampers and
actuators - The Irish
market for valves.
dampers and actuators
was valued in 1988 at
£2.6 million and is
therefore the most
significant sector in the
Irish controls market.
There is a low level of
"controls awareness" in
Ireland. and this means
that the market for
control valves is
particularly limited.
However. the study has
found that the Irish
market for thermostatic
radiator valves would be
smaller. if it were not for
the significant market
development activity
carried out by the local
agents and by the Irish-
based manufacturers.
Intelligent multi-function
controllers - The Irish
market for intelligent
multi-function controls
in 1988 was valued at £2
NTELLlGENT MULTI FUNCTION
CONTROLLERS (2)
SENSORS (0.1)
SYSTEM CONTROLLERS (1.5)
managed by The Building
Services Research and
Information Association.
The complete EBS study
is being compiled to
cover every country
within the EEC.
Therefore. the aim is to
provide an overall view of
the complete European
market at a time when
1992 and the single
market is an important
issue for all companies in
this sector. Each report
will include information
on:
- the structure of
overseas markets;
- identity of the main
suppliers;
- best methods of
entering each market.
The study has the
backing of 200 supplier
VALYES. DAMPERS
AND ACTUATORS (2.6)
STATS AND SWITCHES (0.5) "
Market Value
Exceeds £7
million
The latest EC-
commissioned report on
the Irish Building
Services industry reveals
that the instrument and
controls sector was
worth £6.7 million in
1988. Obviously. such
reports have to be
retrospective if they are
to include all relevant
data but are.
nonetheless. invaluable
in assisting those
involved in the business
to assess current market
values.
This latest report is the
fourth of its six-part
study on the building
services market in
Ireland. The full Irish
report is being produced
as part of the European
Building Services's
study. being project
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Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters
MANOTHERM LTD - The one stop shop for industrial instruments
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Examples from the extensive Coster range available from Quadrant
18 BSNews. May 1991
industrial markets.
Gas Safety Leak
Detectors - Quadrant
Engineers hold a
substantial stock of
Coster control equipment
including one of the
largest range of gas
detectors in Ireland for
domestic, commercial
and industrial
applications.
Slam shut valves are
stocked from 1/2 to 6"
with pressure ratings up
to 4Bar depending on
valve size. On the
domestic front an
inexpensive low-volt
valve and detector u 'is
available for gas boilers.
fires and other gas
appliances.
For commercial buildings
the Coster 3 channel
controller has proved
very popular for large
industrial projects while
Quadrant also supply
multi channel controllers
which monitor Co gas
and smoke.
Details from Quadrant
Engineers Ltd,
Chapelizod, Dublin 20.
Tel: 01 - 6265711; Fax:
01 - 6267863.
Manotherm
I
-The
Instrument
Supermarket
Established in 1958 and
long -recognised as
I
Ireland's instruments
supermarket.
Manotherm has a wide
range of unique, high-
quality instruments and
data logging equipment
for virtually every
reqUirement.
Manotherm offers
unrivalled experience in
by control of costs and
an innovative approach
to design.
Over 120 Products -
Coster's new catalogue
details 124 control
products, summarised as
follows: Boiler controls
- sequencing controllers
and thermostats;
Heating controls -
thermostats,
compensators, electronic
controllers. detectors;
Hot water controls -
temperature controllers
and mixing valves; Solar
heating - differential
temperature controllers;
Air conditioning -
temperature controllers,
RH controllers, fan-coil
controls; Gas safety -
leak detectors; Energy
metering - electronic
meters, calorie counters,
industrial metering;
Actuators and valves -
valve actuators, air
damper actuators, gas
solenoid valves, ball type
zone valves, butterfly and
slipper valves, seat
valves; Detectors for
temperature, smoke and
humidity. remote
controls, leak sensors.
Units cover the domestic,
commercial and
Coster, manufacturers of
H&V controls. was
founded in 1967 by
Antonio Magri, a
pioneering electronics
engineer involved in the
launching of artificial
satellites. The products,
although of sophisticated
design, are easy to
install, user friendly and
very reliable. The rapid
expansion of the
company into an
established market
reflects its capacity to
out-perform competition
Space Age
Technology
at Down to
Earth Prices
The other product group
reports (already
published) are Domestic
Heating. Commercial
Heating, Plumbing and
Air Conditioning. The
ventilation report is
expected shortly.
PRODUCT REVIEW
Instruments and Controls
manufacturers.
importers and
distributors are supplied
with a contact name.
The I I-volume controls
report. of which Ireland
is just one volume. costs
£2.200.
The report contents
includes sections dealing
with Intelligent multi-
function controllers;
System controls; Stats
and switches; Sensors;
Valves. dampers and
actuators; and
Appendices.
Headings for major
product sectors include
Summary; Market size.
structure and
segmentation. Major
companies; Historical
trend and future
forecast; Inter-EC and
overseas trade;
Distribution; Pricing.
discounts and margins;
End-user sectors and
application;
Specification; Barriers to
entry; Recommendations
on market entry.
20
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PR Electronics 3.5 digit LCD panel meter, Type 2966,
with adjustable readout. Details from Manotherm.
PRODUCT REVIEW
Instruments and Controls
Transinstruments
Bourdon have been
manufactUring pressure
gauges in France since
1849 (Eugene Bourdon
invented the C Type
Bourdon Tube in that
year) and they remain in
the top three pressure
gauge manufacturers of
the world. Suitable for
the most arduous
applications, the gauges
will remain within
calibration for longer
than an eqUivalent
gauge by any other
manufacturer.
Dwyer Instruments with
their magnehelic gauge
and transmitters. Dwyer
also manufacture flow
meters, manometers,
sight glass indicators,
combustion test and air
velocity instruments,
pressure switches and
flow switches.
product, interface or in
liqUids of changing
density can be accurately
measured by RF
admittance systems
manufactured by
Drexelbrook Engineering.
Low differential pressure
for filter conditions or
clean rooms are just one
of the hundreds of
applications solved by
recorder outputs, and
field programmable
inputs.
Level indication and
control for every
application, whether in
liquid granular, viscous
traditional
instrumentation such as
dial thermometers and
pressure gauges, coupled
with an up-to-the-minute
understanding of the
market requirements in
the communications and
electronics field, and long
serving-staff with
application knowledge
unprecedented in this
Country.
Microprocessor-based
processed controllers
from West Instruments
provide a reliable
instrument for most
applications, with
optional features such as
self-tune, RS485
Comms, extra relay,
remote set points and/or
THERMO FL_AS~H~T._x_~Flash
• The inertia of the installation is taken into
consideration :
-high inertia (floor heating, cast iron radiators) :
low differential- low inertia (aluminium or steel
radiators) :high differential.
• Easy installation: 2-wire connection between room
control unit and boiler control unit. Room control unit
powered by a1.5VDC battery.
~
CHRONOTHERM CONTROLS LIMITED
70 AMIENS STREET, DUBLIN 1.
TELEPHONE: 742214. CAR PHONE: 088-553703. FAX: 365609.eTe
The IIINTELLIGENTII TEMPERATURE REGULATOR
~tA~M~~~~~ • Hot water heating control specially adapted for home
application.
• Adjusts water temperature flowing from the boiler
according to outside temperature.
• Allows room temperature to be taken into
consideration.
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SAS OUTSTATION
GFlakt
BY
Jl
III
ASEA BROWN BOVERI
Complete in-house Expertise & Reliability
STOCK READY AVAILABLE IN IRELAND
ENGINEERING - PRICES & QUOTATIONS - COMMISSIONING
SERVICE & MAINTENANCE.
ASEA Brown Boveri Ltd.
Tall~t Business Park, Tallaght, Dublin 24
Tel: 5l2622. Telex: 93681. Telefax: 522985.
INSTRUMENTATION-CONTROL
COMPUTER
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY
RECORDER/CONTROLLER
FREQU~~~~I[.~DI
INVERTORt
--?30
~a;»'t
~.
.:..~
... , ~
PRINTER
ELECTRICITY METER
ROOM SENSOR
[LANDIS &GYR)
Kent · Taylor
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Woodleigh stocks a full range of modulating and on/off
motors, including the new NM230 range.
PRODUCT REVIEW
Instruments and Controls
(formerly Bell and
Howell) are at the
forefront of pressure
transducer technology.
Recently introduced, the
2000 series
Transmitter/Tranducer
has high accuracy, long-
term stability and is
available in a 4-20 mA
output transmitter.
Transinstruments also
supply transmitters for
the water, food and
power and heavy process
industries with extremely
high accuracy and long-
term stability.
For many years lIT
Barton have been
recognised for the Barton
Cell which has been
attached to both their
own and other
manufactures low
pressure differential
gauges, but more
recently, they have
become known as
manufacturers of high-
quality flow and pressure
transmitters for the most
rugged applications.
Made in Switzerland, the
name of Reuger is know
throughout industry as
makers of hUigh-quality
bi-metal and gas-ftlled
thermometers covering
the temperature ranges
of -260 to +800 degree C
in rigid stem or capillary
form.
PR Electronics
manufacturer a wide
range of signal
conditioning modules
and power supplies.
These include isolators,
trip amplifiers, PTIOO,
T/C transmitters, square
root extractors, analogue
calculators,
frequency /impulse
conditioners, panel
meters, microprocessor
interface
units/multiplexer/RS23
2-RS485 converters and
IS Power supplies and
Isolators.
Details from Manotherm
Ltd, 4 Walkinstown
Road, Dublin 12. Tel:
01-522355; Fax: 01-
516919.
purpose-
Made
Control
From
Woodleigh
Woodleigh began trading
in Ireland in November
1990 yet already their
name has been pushed
into the forefront as
leading suppliers to the
HVAC controls industry
in Ireland.
Through a combination
of products, back-up and
20 years experience in
the controls industry,
they offer a unique
service to the Irish
market.
The UK went through the
"Growing Pains" of
locating products to
complement and
complete control
schemes at the right
price, two companies
have led the field by
producing products that
were not just adopted
from other markets like
refrigeration but were
purpose made for the
job. The companies are
Electro Controls Ltd, who
make a range of
thermostats, pressure
switches and other
devices for water and air
flow control and
indication; and Belimo
Automation who
manufacture the direct-
coupled damper
actuators that have been
the market leaders for
some time.
Both Electro Controls
and Belimo are
represented in Ireland
exclusively by Woodleigh.
Dave KoWbeck, the
Managing Director of
Woodleigh, has been
Sales Director for Belimo
and Sales Manager for
Electro Controls. David
was the driving force
which led to Belimo's
present market share
while he was Sales
Manager at PJ Holloway
(Sales), Belimo's original
agents.
With the experience and
knowledge Woodleigh
can call on, they are able
to offer advice and
assistance on many
aspects of HVAC control
theory and they will be
pleased to assist callers
in locating products not
in their product range.
The company looks
forward to a bright future
in Ireland with the
prospect of
manufacturing certain
products becoming a
distinct possibility. Work
has also begun on a new
office and store at
Ballingate so that stocks
can be increased even
more so as to offer
improved availability on
the entire product range.
Price lists and catalogues
are available on request
from Woodleigh Ltd,
Ballingate, Carnew, Co
Wicklow. Tel: 055-
26384; Fax: 055-26523.
Domestic
Time Switch
From Landis
&Gyr
Landis & Gyr's Microgyr
50 electronic time switch
is ideally suited for use
in controlling central
heating systems.
The microprocessor-
based time switch is
designed to operate a
single heating circuit
within a 24-hour period.
It has a wide choice of
programming options
with three ON/OFF
periods per day and the
ability to programme
past midnight. A battery
back-up maintains
timing functions in the
event of mains
disruptions.
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PRODUCT REVIEW
Instruments and Controls
The Microgyr 50 is easy
to install, using the
standard Landis & Gyr
backplate, and the
clearly-written
instructions take the
user through the setting
procedure step-by-step.
Once the unit is set, the
hinged cover can be
closed so that all the
programming controls
are concealed, leaving
only the liqUid crystal
display and "Advance"
and "Boost" buttons
visible.
Landis Bc Gyr's Microgyr
50. Details from ABEA
Brown Boveri.
The electromechanical
eqUivalent of the
Microgyr 50 is Landis &
Gyr's RWB30 which has
a user-friendly dial and
easily adjustable tappets.
These are just two
examples from the
extensive Landis & Gyr
range, full details of
which are available from
Asea Brown Boveri Ltd,
Whitestown Industrial
Estate, Tallaght, Dublin
24. Tel: 01-522622 Fax:
01-522985.
Flash From
Chronotherm
Instruments specialists
Chronotherm Controls
Ltd have a wide-ranging
product portfolio catering
for many applications.
However, the Flash range
is what the company is
perhaps best known for.
Included are as many
control devises as there
are applications.
Detailed here are but
three products from the
expansive Flash
collection.
The fIrst is the Flas
programmer 31000 ' ,
series of central heating
time controls. Features
include clockwise or
anti-clockwise setting
showing time of day; 2
or 3-position switches to
independently select
heating and hot water;
caSTER GAS SAFETY SYSTEMS
Peace of mind at areasonable cost.
QUADRANT ENGINEERS LIMITED ®- A comprehensive range ofequipment for the bUildingservices industry.
CHAPELlZOD, DUBLIN 20. TELEPHONE: 626 5711. FAX: 626 7863.
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BEUMO
Immersion thermostats many temperature ranges
manual, Auto reset, dual and single.
Paddle type water and air flow switches
Full range of modulating and on-off motors in stock
including the new NM230 range and spring return.
Differential air pressure transducer switches
for use on filters etc.
AGENTS FOR:-
PRESSURE. TEMPERATURE. HUMIDITY
SENSORS. SWITCHES. CONTROLS
LEVEL. FLOW
o/iWOODLEIGH LIMITED
ElectTO
ContTols Limited
AVAILABLE EX·STOCK
CATOLOGUE & PRICE LISTAVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
'o/j]OODLEIGH LIMITED
Ballingate, Carnew, Co. Wicklow.
Tel: (055) 26384. Fax: (055) 26523.
"intelligent" temperature
regulator. This unit was
specillcally designed for
individual hot water
circulation heating
installations.
Adjustable slope
determines correct
compensation between
external temperature and
the output temperature.
The unit is permanently
maintained at ideal level
to provide comfort while
ensuring optimum
heating efflciency with
minimum consumption.
Control by internal
temperature allows
automatic adjustment in
case of warmth and
accelerated heating
following cool periods.
Four versions are
available and all include
a regulation box to be
installed close to the
boiler; a room control
box; an outside sensor;
and a heating outlet
sensor.
Details from
Chronotherm Controls
Ltd, 70 Amiens Street,
Dublin l.
Tel: 01 - 742214; Fax:
01 - 365609; Car
'phone: 088 - 553703.
Central heating time controls Flash programmer from
Chronotherm Controls.
PRODUCT REVIEW
Instruments and Controls
Neon indicators on LP
versions; 24-hour, 7-day
timer set with fixed
tappets - no pegs to
lose; 24-hour and 7-day
versions available.
The second is the
Thermo Flash TA 56000
series of 2-wire clock
thermostats for hot water
central heating. These
electronic thermostats
combine with a
programming clock and
automatically maintain
two temperature levels-
comfort temperature and
reduced or nightime
temperature.
Features include daily or
weekly programming by
analogue clock with
captive setting tappets,
or by electronic module
containing prerecorded
programmes which may
be altered by the user;
Static output allowing
passage of a current
regardless of the state of
the thermostat ensures
operation of the
thermostat and keeps
the battery charged to
maintain the power
reserve for the clock.
The third is the top-of-
the-range Thermo Flash
TX 57000 series
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Ventac Hand
Dryers
The new series of SL-2002
hand dryers is the result of
the experience of S&P in the
market of hand dryers,
ventilation and electric
heating. Safe performance,
good design and easy
installation have been
incorporated in order to give
maximum comfort to the user
and reliable service.
The SL-2002 Series, to obtain
a faster drying, incorporates
an air inlet through the lower
part of the unit. This feature
provides air re-circulation, so
that the initial temperature is
higher than room
temperature.
Series SL-2002 hand dryers
as so designed that when
installed, they fit flush to the
wall. The feature gives the
apparatus good protection
against vertical water jets or
spray. The operating button
is also designed to prevent the
entry of water.
The unit case is made of
polycarbonate - a plastic
with a high resistance to
shock (the same material as is
used for motorcycle crash
helmets).
The motor incorporates a
thermal overload protection
device designed to protect the
unit against voltage
fluctuations, while the
element has a thermal
protection device, which
operates in case of
obstructions to the air inlet or
outlet as well as in cases of
overheating for any other
external reason.
Details from Ventac & Co Ltd,
Grand Canal Quay, Dublin 2.
Tel: 01-713499. Fax: 01-
713890.
Firebird
Heating
The Firebird Euro'Quartz has
been engineered to exacting
standards to provide
technically one of the most
advanced heaters of its type
available on the European
market. British Standard
testing ensures that the unit
conforms with all appropriate
European Community
standards.
The Phoenix low-temperature
electric radiant panel heater
uses a patented quartz
crystalline surface to produce
the greatest possible heat
output and the broadest
radiant distribution pattern.
This makes Phoenix ideal for
both primary and perimeter
heating schemes in areas
such as offices. stores, banks,
restaurants, hospitals and
factories.
One model has been designed
Simply to drop into the space
required by the range of
standard ceiling tiles in
partition ceilings.
System 2000, also from
Firebird, is an air control
method which ensures that
any building of whatever size
is heated as efficiently and
economically as is possible.
In continuous operation tJ
system effectively mixes all
the air in a building,
equalising the air temperature
throughout with complete
destratification being achieved
within minutes.
This allows the client to
control the temperature of
100% of the air within a
building. This fully utilises
the heat input, achieving the
maximum possible comfort
conditions and allowing
energy input savings of up to
86% to be obtained. It also
overcomes problems often
experienced with inadequate
heat input capacity,
The new series of S&P SL-2002 hand dryers from Ventac.
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RODUCT
mezzanine floors, partitioned
spaces and storage areas.
Details from Firebird Radiant
Heating, Ellersile Chambers,
Hinton Road, Bournemouth,
BH21 2EE. Tel: 0202
093768; Fax: 0202 556032.
Prevent Water
Waste
Every year. standard
automatic flushing systems
waste millions of gallons of
water by continuing to flush
when the facility isn't being
used.
The Cistermiser puts an end
to this waste and, typically,
pays for itself within the first
three or four months of being
installed.
The Cistermiser works by
detecting the slight changes in
water pressure caused by
toilets being used or wash
basins being used. When the
building is empty, the
Cistermiser simply stops
filling the cistern.
Highly sensitive in operation,
the Cistermiser is available in
three models:-
(a) the standard version,
which functions either from
the mains or from heads of
five meters and above;
(b) a low pressure version,
which operates from heads of
less than five metres;
(c) the extremely sensitive
HSLP version, which has been
developed specifically for
installations where a
combination of very low heads
(three metres and less) and
large bore pipes generate
minimal drops in pressure.
Details from Sanbra Fyffe Ltd,
Conex Works, Santry Avenue,
Dublin 9. Tel: 01-426255;
Fax: 01-426428.
Fluid
Management
Full technical and application
details of Gentech
International's FS series of
flow switches for pumped fluid
systems are included in the
company's new fluid
management sensors and
control systems catalogue.
The catalogue also covers
Gentech's established ranges
of horizontal, vertical and
right angle mounting reed
switch, float actuated fluid
level sensors and positive
temperature co-efficient (PTC)
solid state thermistor sensors
and their related interface
control systems.
Copies are available free from
Gentech International Ltd,
Grangestone Industrial
Estate, Girvan, Ayrshire KA26
9PS. Tel: 0465-3581.
Fax: 0465-4974.
CHILLERSII
Can your chiller supplier match our
Very high quality
Very competitive prices
Very fast delivery
for
reciprocating, screw, centrifugal and absorption type chillers.
If not contact:
GLOWTHERM LTD.
194 WHITEHALL ROAD, TERENURE, DUBLIN 12.
Telephone: 01-516644. Fax: 01-554375
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Triton's updated T90 "problem solver" - a tank-fed electric shower
for use in areas with mains water pressure problems.
PRODUCTS
Shower
Problem Solver
Triton claim to have solved the
problem of installing electric
showers in areas where the
mains water pressure is very
low, unreliable or non-
existent, with their updated
version of the 1'90 tank-fed
electric shower.
The re-styled 1'90 "problem
solver" is the solution,
incorporating its own pump
(although it is not a power
shower). Fed from the cold
water tank, which can be as
little as six inches above the
showerhead, the 1'90 pumps
the cold water, then heats it
with its 8.4 kW (max.)
element.
It features two controls. One
switches the pump on and off,
and enables qUick and easy
temperature selection. The
other, the Power Selector,
offers four power settings,
cold, low, medium or full
power.
An important feature of the
1'90 is its anti-scald device.
Details from Triton Plc, Triton
House, Newdegate Street,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire,
CVl14EU. Tel: 0203-
344441.
Compressor for
liquid cooler
TheFRDAV/FDRLVs~d
mounted liqUid cooler units,
manufactured by HCF in
France and distributed
throughout the 32 counties of
Ireland by DC Compute Air
Ltd, feature a new screw type
compressor used in
association with an
economiser cycle and compact
condensers.
The result is claimed to be
units which offer gains in
cycle efficiency and
mechanical reliability when
26 BSNews May, 1991
compared with other
compressor systems, allOwing
a more compact unit to be
specified for a given duty
cycle.
Available in either a water-
cooled version (FDRLV) or an
air cooled-version (FRLAV),
the range is modular in
concept and based on
compressors with independent
refrigeration circuits. Each
compressor features Variable
capacity control down to 30%.
Control in the cooling units is
by HCF's Climatic
microprocessor-based control
system. As well as controlling
and monitoring of the cooling
functions, it is capable of
controlling ancillary systems
such as water pumps, valves
and cooling towers.
It can also be connected via a
RS 232 serial link to a host
computer, allowing centralised
control of a number of cooler
units and direct
communication by telephone
link.
A key part of the chiller's
design is the Super-Rotor
compressor unit, which
features direct drive to the
male screw; this achieves
optimum operating efficie
and low noise levels.
Details from DC Compute Air
Ltd, DCCA House, Baldoyle
Industrial Estate,
Dublin 13. Tel: 01-
392366/392009/392101;
Fax: 01-392343.
Fan Coil Units
Thermal Technology has
issued a new 20-page
catalogue on fan coil units.
The new catalogue desCribes
in detail the seven different
models and sizes currently
available with airflow rates of
0.035 to 0.475 M3/sec. and
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Decorative ceiling from Ventac available in a number of sizes and
styles and pre-wired for mounting lighting fitting to base.
PRODUCTS
cooling outputs up to 6.2 Kw.
The range includes both
horizontal and vertical cased
and uncased models as well
as "low boy" units which are
only 400mm high. The cased
units come in an attractive
sandstone paint fmish.
Alternative paint colours are
available to order.
Details from Thermal
Technology Ltd. Thermal
House. 46 Hilperton Road.
Trowbridge. Wiltshire. BAl4
7JH. Tel: 0225768111; Fax:
0225777114
Pipe
Preparation
If your business is welding
pipework. especially if you
work to Class1 standards. be
prepared for a "broadside
attack" from the Sidewinder. a
new pipe prep machine for FH
Hall.
Sidewinder is targeted at the
busy on-site contractor -
heating and ventilation
engineers. pipe fitters and
welders. construction and
maintenance - where the
removal of pipes to an off-site
lathe is expensive and time
consuming. Now. with
Sidewinder. pipes in the range
of 5/8" - 7" OD can be
prepped on-site and in
seconds at a fraction of the
cost of off-site work.
Details from FH Hall
(Engineers) Ltd. 77 Farm
Street. Derby. DEI 7JW.
Tel: 0332 42693.
Hiross Water -
Cooled Chillers
DC Compute Air Ltd. the Irish
operation of the European
Close Control Air Conditioning
market leaders. Hiross
Holdings Ltd. have recently
added a water-cooled water
chiller to their product range.
The GFW is a packaged water-
cooled water chiller with
compact overall dimensions.
resulting in both reduced time
and cost of installation.
together with savings in
space.
All units have the same
dimensions (700m wide x 500
mm deep X 850 mm high)
with capacities ranging from
12.4 kW to 37.1 kW.
The refrigeration circuit
consists of one fully-hermetic
refrigeration compressor and
stainless steel plate
exchangers.
An electronic control panel
featUring alarm LED's
continuously monitors the
main operating parameters
while a digital readout
displays the temperature of
the chilled water.
Standard maintenance of all
components can easily be
carried out by removing the
front or side panels. all of
which are lined with
polyurethane foam to reduce
noise.
The chillers can be stacked up
to three high and installed
side by side connected and
operated to match the system
capacity to the required load.
Details from DC Compute Air
Ltd. DCCA House. Baldoyle
Industrial Estate. Dublin 13.
Tel: 01-392366/392009/
392101; Fax: 01-392343.
Ceiling/
Oscillating
Fans
Ventac & Co distribute a
range of highly-functional
ceiling fans of superior design
with an attractive fmish
(choice of Antique Brass with
cane insert in polished wood
grain blades. or similar design
fmished Enamelled White).
Silent and sturdy with high
operational performance. all
are of durable construction
and designed to blend as a
decorative feature in homes or
public places. Extension drop
rods are also available.
These decorative ceiling fans
are available in Antique Brass
or Enamelled White. Details
include:- Blade diameter 52" ;
integral pull cord; 3-speed
control or 4-speed wall-
mounted speed controller;
Pre-wired for mounting light
fitting to base.
Ventac also distribute a range
of oscillating fans. cooling
fans. angle adjustment. 2-
speed or 3-speed according to
model. Three sizes are 9". 12"
and 16".
Details from Ventac & Co Ltd.
Grand Canal Quay. Dublin 2.
Tel: 01-713499; Fax: 01-
713890.
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Not that the unscrupulous
among us need a legitimate
reason to liquidate. With
difficult times on the horizon
(upon us?) once again, all
should pay greater attention to
credit control.
We're all sensible and mature
enough to know when to give a
little leeway and show some
understanding. There are
even instances where, whe
someone goes under, it is
genuinely not for the lack 0 an
honest, hard-working effort.
Unfortunately though, we have
all experienced instances where
we're told the cheque is in the
post yet, two days later,
discover that the company had
in fact ceased trading maybe
10 days before.
Even more unscrupulous is the
scenario whereby an order is
placed - and filled - in similar
circumstances.
As the guy from Hill Street
Blues used to say...be careful
out there!
It's too complicated a matter to
even attempt to explain here but
contractors in particular should
obtain professional advice
immediately to clarify the
situation.
Tom Reynolds, Managing Director, Construction Industry Federation
pictured, at the launch of the new CIF pension scheme for self-employed
"subbies" within the building industry with Kerry footballer Jack Q'Shea,
himself a self-employed plumber, and liam Corrigan, Manager,
Construction Industry Federation Retirement Trust.
all liabilities must be fully met
before the business is
transferred to a new company
under the same ownership.
What prompted such a dramatic
suggestion? Apparently, an
anomaly in the Statute of
Limitations concerning
contractual liability in the case
of a tort (a civil wrong causing,
for example, an accident), can
leave a firm liable for an injury
caused even in instances where
all contractual liabilities have
been fUlly discharged.
Heartiest congratulations to Joe Noone, Managing Director, Heatovent
Ltd. Joe was regally feted in London recently by Armstrong World
Industries who honoured him for the professional (and profitable)
manner in which Heatovent has served Armstrong's interests in Ireland
over the past 25 years. Joe is pictured above receiving a specially-
commissioned sculpture from Robin Kemp, Managing Director,
Armstrong World Industries. Also in the picture is Alan Beattie, Territory
Manager, Armstrong and Gordon Woodgate, Division Sales Manager,
Insulation Products, Armstrong.
000
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Have a nice day...and help the
less fortunate. Dave Roome of
DC Compute Air asks for your
support on 26 May next for a
fund-raising event for the
mentally handicapped children
in St John O'Gods.
A classic and vintage car show
is being held in the grounds of
St Augustine's School in
Carysfort Avenue, Blackrock,
Co Dublin which was organised
by the Irish Jaguar & Daimler
Club and is sponsored by Esso.
It has been organised as a
family day out with jumping
castles and other such delights
for children and stalls/sale of
work for the ladies.
Time is 12noon to 6pm. If your
in the vicinity or near enough to
travel please do. All funds
raised will go to an excellent
cause.
Contractualliabilities? ..Then
Liquidate! Yes, it is a strange
one but that is the suggestion
from CIF Managing Director
Tom Reynolds in a circular
recently issued to all members.
Of course in doing so, he says,
o
CD
o
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Mitsubishi Air Conditioning.
THe pow r t breathe fresh life
into any buildil)9.
makes
them more
friendly to the
world environment.
Talk to Mitsubishi Electric
about air conditioning.
Anything else is a waste of
breath.
MITSUBISHI
ELECTRIC
AIR CONDITIONING
Mitsubishi Electric.
Western Industrial Estate. Naas Road. Dublin 12.
Telephone: (01) 505007. Fax: (01) 507343.
are growing twice as fast as
competitive systems.
The latest technology allows
up to 50 units to be controlled
from one location. And the use of
chargeless refrigerant systems
are virtually noise-free and are
particularly compact.
In fact, they protrude only
25mm. into the room.
So it's no surprise our sales
Mitsubishi Electric can
transform any indoor environment.
Our air conditioning systems
offer exceptional performance for
their price.
They provide perfectly com-
fortable temperatures at all times
of the year. And we offer an excel-
lent choice of ceiling cassette.
floor standing, waR and ceiling
mounted models to match the
needs of every building.
The latest ceiling cassettes
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